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when you test the head the signal will be
displayed on the dashboard. you have
successfully connected the head and

have the factory cross head bolts
installed. you can now solder the wires

and the led on the head to the wires. you
should be able to see the 4 wires on the
chip with the led on the head with your

unaided eye. it should be easy to solder.
it might be slightly difficult if you do not
have a soldering iron. it is best to use a
soldering iron. as long as you get all the
solder on the right place it will be ok. for
the led just insert it into the holes on the
head. the led will show up as a small blip
when you test the system. you should see
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an led when you test. if you do not have
the right head the blip will not be seen.
the dis and sss interfaces are now very

similar to the standard windows interface.
if you are familiar with the windows xp

interface you will find the same
capability, just easier to use and you can
add your own software if you wish. the dis

interface allows you to watch the 3d
model of the body, from any angle, as
you move your mouse over the body's
surface. you can also see any points on
the body surface. you can even change

the focal plane, and zoom in and out. this
is extremely useful when you are trying
to make a diagnosis. it is important to

note that the diagnosis of impa must be
differentiated from other causes of impa

such as ostitis (inflammation of the
middle ear) and septic arthritis of the tmj.

this is especially important for patients
with suspected septic arthritis of the tmj
because of the potential for permanent
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mandibular dysfunction and structural
damage. figure 2 shows the suggested
approach to the diagnosis of impa. the
first step in impa diagnosis is to assess
the location and severity of erythema,

edema, and pain. the ears are examined
for erythema and edema (inflammation)
on both sides of the head. the severity of
the edema is assessed using the ompa

erythema and edema assessment (ompa-
eea) scale (on a scale of 0-4). figure 3

shows the ompa-eea scale.
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i was always wanting to code my car for
my s-s brother but now i am thinking of

doing it as i was told my car is a 3.0 and it
should be easy. in the ckm coding screen
i have the 02/03/04/05/06/07/08/09/10/11
/12/13/14/15/16/17/18 but when i hit the
diag button it doesnt go any further than
the 02 and when i choose the car make
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and model it says that the car needs a
diag cable connection. what do i need to
do so that my progman can communicate
with the ckm. i have a 2014 e36 which is

the first one listed in the options and i
have a 2007 e34 which is the second. i

need the diag cable as well as the
progman progman sss v32. i am

wondering if its because the car model is
02/03/04/05/06/07/08/09/10/11/12/13/14/

15/16/17/18 and if it needs the diag
cable. thanks for the help. i modified my

cable with a switch and have 7 and 8
bridged to work with a 2004 e46. inpa
and dis 44 work perfect but i cant get
progman to work. progman starts to

reads the fa/zcs after you choose the car
model and then after awhile it says it

requires an edic/icom cable connection.
what needs to be done to make

connection with progman sss v32 do i
need to change anything in the ediabas
configuration. i know my modified cable
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works fine now that i modified it because
dis 44 and inpa wasnt communicating

before i modified the cable. thanks for the
help. i am stumped as i want to code the
car for my brother-in-law. i actually can

use dis 44 as i already went into the ckm
coding menu, but progman is much better
to help him choose his features he wants
as its pretty much offers a checklist with

dots! 5ec8ef588b
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